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Based on a True Story…
A bright, but blissfully naïve law student returns home to take control of a criminal
organization after a crisis turns his world upside down, and forces him to become the
man he believed his father already was.
TINO ALBERGHETTI (25) seems to have it all. Handsome, outgoing and about to
start his final year at Georgetown Law School, where he’s engaged to MELISSA
TAFT, the debutante daughter of a rich and powerful DC lobbyist. With his degree
and Melissa’s hand in marriage, Tino’s future will be all set, but it’s his past that always
seems to get top billing. Born and raised in picturesque Marin County, California,
Tino was doted on by his mother, EVELYN (47) adored by his younger sisters,
LILIANA (23) and CHRISTINA (10) and kept at arm’s length by his father,
SALVATORE (50), an Italian immigrant and proprietor of “La Casa Alberghetti,” a
thriving San Francisco restaurant as famous for its “hospitality” as it is for its food.
But, shortly after Tino returns home for his week’s vacation, the very foundation of the
life he believed was his begins to crack and then to crumble. He bumps into his “old
flame,” the gorgeous and feisty STEPHANIE BELLERO (25) quickly realizing the
flame remains hot enough to burn them both. And, in the wake of a family tragedy,
Tino uncovers a series of disturbing revelations that force him to confront the
possibility that Salvatore may not actually be the respected husband, father and Boss
his son had grown up believing him to be.
Tino is pulled in a dozen directions at once as he struggles to navigate a world more
dire, unbelievable and sinister than he ever dreamed possible. Along the way, both
help and harm arrive from unexpected places and raise the stakes ever higher until,
finally, Tino must decide precisely how far he’s willing to go to save his family. But
this decision changes everything. And of all the lessons he learns about himself along
the way, Tino struggles the most with one, undeniable and likely pre-destined fact:
He was made for this.
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